BEAT ME IF YOU CAN

Beat Me If You Can” is a primetime show that combines
singing talent format and game show elements. Each
week 10 contestants take place in the show, with a jury
of 2 celebrity singers. The audience will watch 9 duet
performances.

Genre:
Singing Game Show
Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time
Trailer

BEAT ME IF YOU CAN
There are 10 cabinets in different neon colours positioned in the studio, and
the contestants are inside the cabinets. Before the start, contestants of the
week will be introduced to the jury and the audience by VTR, they will sing
10 seconds of a song they prefer “a-capella”. This will give an idea to the jury
about that week’s contestants but it’s a total surprise who is in which cabinet.
The contestants have no idea when they will be on the stage, with whom they
will do the duet and which song they will be performing.
For every song, the jury will choose 2 contestants who will battle each other.

BEAT ME IF YOU CAN

After each performance, the audience will decide who has to leave the show
and who will go back to his cabinet and continue to game.
At the end of the performance whoever wins will provide 1 point for that
jury. That jury member will have the priority to open the cabinet first for the
next duel, which is a big advantage. So it’s a memory and tactic game for jury
members.
The winner contestant of the week will go to the grand finale which will be on
the 11th week. The winner jury member will also save two contestant who will
come to next week directly. So every week 2 contestants will be back from the
previous week and 8 newsingers are introduced.
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